
FRONTEND INTERN: GAIN EXPERIENCE 
WORKING ON A MODERN PLATFORM 
Internship - Spring 2020

How would you like to work on a large piece of modern software, used by many (100.000+) 
users across most of Scandinavia? Are you looking for a place to learn and gain experience 
from working with modern technology and great colleagues? 

If that is you, take a look at this…

COLIBO

Colibo is an Aarhus-based startup, that works with private, public, global and local clients. 
Our product is digital workplace platform, known as an intuitive, user-friendly intranet which 
helps the customer solve daily challenges, improve internal communication and expand their 
work-related knowledge. Colibo brings organizations together.

THE PRODUCT TEAM 
We are a small 6-person team that works on the platform (e.g. other people handles 1-level 
support). We consist of experienced frontend, backend and product developers. We are pas-
sionate about technology, about having fun at work and about our product. 

THE INTERNSHIP

Our Frontend is a Single Page Application based on the current version of Angular. You will 
work closely with the other frontends, and alongside UX and backenders. You will be an equal 
part of the team, taking part in all aspects of the work – from solution-design and estimation to 
development and Quality assurance.

YOU 

We expect you to be nice and curious, eager to learn, but also to already have some hard skills, 
including:

•  Angular or other frontend SPA-framework (react, vue, ember etc.)
•  Javascript, preferably TypeScript
•  HTML and CSS (less, sass)
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THE TECHNOLOGY STACK

Aside from the frontend, we are very committed to the MS-stack. The backend runs .net, 
MSSQL. We use elasticsearch for entreprise search. We use git for versioning and Azure Dev-
ops for processes. 

WE OFFER

•  A great place to learn and grow and gain experience as a frontend developer
•  An internship where you work as an equal part of the development team, with an as 

 signed mentor.
• 	 A	professional,	yet	relaxed,	workplace	with	downtown	office,	free	lunch,	and	lots	of		

 social events.

WHAT NOW?

Send your motivated application and resumé to fbb@colibo.com. 
We look forward reading it!

At Colibo, I get to develop my skills through a large range of 
different tasks. I especially like the interdisciplinary teamwork, 
where we e.g. have conducted a workshop, where everyone 
had the chance to bring in new ideas. As an intern, it is really 
cool to be a part of the development of a startup and play a 
more central role than I would have done in a larger company. I 
get a lot of responsibility, and I have the freedom to impact my 
work day so it fits my personal interests and studies.

- Intern Julie Tobiesen


